During the past years soil scientists have made rapid strides and great progress, but do we as a whole improve all phases of the work equally? In our zeal for improved profile study, a more sound classification, better and faster correlation, more concise interpretations, etc., can it be that we are neglecting the fmal product-the recorded map itself? Can we say that our progress is equal unless we carry our scientific study and production clear to the fmal ink line?
The Standard Survey that we are now making must stand a long time. Confidence is being built up in our maps, but we must guard against the shaking of that confidence in the future. As the users of our maps learn more and more about soils-which we will teach them-they may start detecting flaws in our finished product. That Soil type we have mapped as 2 acres in size, may be only one-half acre; another 2-acre delineation, which the final correlation may omit, may have been quite important; that waterway of colluvial-alluvial soil that we have exaggerated all out of proportion may not be detected.
